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 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF CO-AXIAL ROTOCRAFT (FLYBALL) is a 
Vertical Take-Off and Landing air vehicle utilizing open airflow to hover and fly at 
high forward speed. The craft increases the propulsion efficiency and provides direct 
lift in forward flight similar to a conventional planar wing. However, there are many 
other benefits inherent in the fly ball design. In terms of safety, the structure protects 
personnel from exposure to the propeller. The simplicity of the design is another major 
benefit. The absence of complex mechanical systems inherent in other VTOL designs 
(e.g. articulating blades, and counter-rotating propellers) benefits both reliability and 
cost. This design and the concepts are taken from the Heli-ball which is one of the 
remote control toy. Heli-ball has an unstable system, consume high power and also 
observed that harsh vibration occur. Due to co-axial propellers, the propellers turn in 
opposite directions, so the torque from one propeller is opposed by the torque of the 
other. This cancels the turning tendencies. Fly ball can maneuver around any interior 
room with amazing precision and agility. If it contacts any other object, it simply 
bounces off and just keeps on flying. The movements in fly balls are forward, 
backward, ascend, turn left, and turn right and 360 degree rotation. Battery model with 
inbuilt safety system to be used to ensure the long life of the battery. 

                       
INTRODUCTION 

                                   
Expanding threats (e.g., terrorism, weapons of mass destruction), increases in crime, and budget pressure 

are forcing law enforcement agencies (LEAs) to look to technological capabilities to more effectively perform 
their missions. The concept of having a small, very maneuverable, unmanned air vehicle (UAV) that can be 
operated by officers in the field to provide overhead surveillance, remote sensing, communications relay or 
ultimately the “fly on the wall” surveillance capability has great appeal. This paper discusses a concept for 
providing this type of capability and presents data on proof of concept trials that have been conducted by the 
Department of Defense (DOD) on a larger version of the system. 

 
1.1 backgrounds: 

Unmanned aerial systems can provide significant reductions in manpower and risk to humans for critical 
Security and defense roles. UAVs can carry payloads to areas where it would be dangerous for a human to go, 
and they can transit between operating stations at high speeds, allowing for quick response to changing 
situations. Unlike ground vehicles, UAVs are highly mobile in rough terrain and urban environments.  

The use of UAVs in defense and security applications has increased significantly in recent years. 
Traditional applications for UAV systems include Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR), target 
acquisition, and communications relaying. Emerging uses include medical resupply, border patrol, maritime 
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security, crowd control, search and rescue, and environmental monitoring. UAVs in these roles provide 
reductions in manpower, as well as increased safety for personnel (Abbink, f.j., 2001). Unmanned aerial systems 
will continue to increase in importance as government agencies and military services find new methods of 
providing security with increasing effectiveness, while keeping financial costs and human risks low. 

The focus in surveillance and security applications emphasizes the development of Vertical Takeoff and 
Landing (VTOL) UAVs. VTOL UAVs have advantages over fixed-wing UAVs in that they require no runway 
for takeoff or landing, can hover, and can maneuver in three dimensions. The ability to take off and land 
vertically means that these UAVs can be more easily deployed and recovered, eliminating the need for large 
takeoff and landing areas. This allows VTOL UAVs to be easily integrated into existing systems such as boats 
or trucks, whereas fixed-wing UAVs require catapults or rockets for takeoff and nets or parachutes for landing. 

The ability to maneuver freely in three dimensions makes VTOL UAVs well suited for flying through 
cluttered spaces such as forests or urban environments, whereas conventional UAVs have difficulty 
maneuvering. The ability to hover and land in small areas also makes VTOL UAVs valuable for their “Perch 
and Stare “capability, landing in an area of interest and shut down their engines, becoming a stationary sensor 
platform until they need to move again (Anderson, J.D., 1991). Their hover and three-dimensional maneuvering 
capabilities are also essential for successful operation in windy conditions when providing low-altitude 
coverage.  

The primary downside to VTOL UAVs is that they have a significantly smaller payload-range ratio than 
similar-sized fixed-wing UAVs. For a given payload weight, a fixed-wing UAV is able to fly for a longer time 
than a VTOLUAV. As a result, VTOL UAVs must remain closer to their refueling station and/or spend less 
time in operation areas. This also means that human ground crews must spend more time landing and refueling a 
VTOL UAV, usually close to the operations area putting them at greater risk. 

 
1.2 benefits of an automated uav mission system: 

The use of an automated UAV mission system for the launch, landing and refueling of a UAV provides the 
potential for significant manpower savings in comparison to existing UAV systems requiring human ground 
crews to perform recovery and refueling of the UAV. Reducing the number of support personnel required to 
operate a UAV will free up personnel and financial assets for other tasks. Savings are realized from the ability to 
have a forward-based refueling station. With a more also accessible refueling station, the efficiency of the UAV 
is increased since less time is spent in transit to and from the manned refueling station. As a result, more time is 
spent in mission execution. This allows for fewer UAVs to perform a given task, reducing the overall cost of the 
UAV mission system.  

The automated UAV mission system also allows the UAV to operate at a greater distance from operational 
personnel. This moves the ground crew out of harm’s way. An automated UAV mission system allows the UAV 
the capability to be forward-deployed, allowing for rapid response. Having automated UAV mission systems 
pre-placed in strategic locations can significantly reduce the time required to respond to dynamic situations. Pre-
placed automated UAV mission systems can also act as range extenders for UAVs, allowing a UAV to refuel 
itself repeatedly while traversing a long distance. This allows for fewer UAVs to be used as resources for large 
areas, adding the capability to move to different locations to meet current needs.  

The physical combination of a UAV with a UGV or Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) creates a robotic 
mission system that allows the operation of the UGV or USV alone (while transporting the UAV), the UAV 
alone (with the UGV or USV acting as a stationary base), or both in cooperation to perform complex tasks, such 
as mine clearing. In such an arrangement, effectiveness is increased by utilizing the benefits of the UAV (fast 
transit, overhead view, long communications range, ability to travel over poor terrain) and the UGV or USV 
(large payload, large power supply, long range).  

The UAV’s ability to hop from one automated system to another will also allow for UAV resources to be 
more easily shared. For instance, a UAV could be launched from a UGV and landed on a USV. In a large 
network of multiple unmanned vehicles, the need for an aerial communications relay, an extensive view of local 
coverage area, or deployment of a defense for immediate response. This eliminates geographic constraints 
associated with single unmanned vehicles, allowing the dispersed platforms to work cooperatively to achieve 
increased shared situational awareness and synergistic effects, and provides dynamic adaptation to the situation 
by providing a way to exchange roles and/or responsibilities. 

 
1.3 target recipients and applications: 

Several users in the security and offensive military community have been identified that would potentially 
benefit from the automated UAV mission system. They include the Program Manager-Physical Security 
Equipment (PM-PSE) Mobile Detection Assessment Response System (MDARS) program, the Cooperative 
Unmanned Ground Attack Robot (COUGAR) program, the U.S.Army’s Future Combat System (FCS), the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Perception for Off-Road Robotics (Preceptor) program, 
and the U.S. Navy SPARTAN Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD) 
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Fig. 1: statistics 

 
2. R/C Helicopter: 

There’s nothing quite like turning over the controls of the RC helicopter to the youngling for the first time, 
but you can lower your stress levels by letting the Kyosho Space Ball R/C Helicopter be your little one’s first 
adventure with the world of remote control aerodynamics. It might not look like a conventional helicopter but 
this flying sphere will still provide plenty of fun, and you don’t have to worry about getting an unexpected buzz 
cut or buying an eye patch for your significant other because the blades are tucked safely behind the bars of the 
sphere. It also looks pretty wicked to see it spin through the air as it flies. 

As if that wasn’t enough, the Space Ball does more than just look pretty. It smells pretty too, or at least it 
will help you smell pretty because it also has an atomizer that will let you spray perfume through the air as you 
fly around. 
 
Mission Profile: 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: various stages of surveillance  

  
�It is mainly used for surveillance inspection purpose 
�It is a VTOL concept 
�Surveillance1 will be done during condition. 
�Surveillance2 will be done in ground level. 
�There will be a random rolling moment from ground surveillance 
 

4. Two Dimension Design For Co-Axial Rotocraft: 
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Fig. 3: Two dimensional view                                    Fig. 4: Two dimensional view  
 
4.1- design of co-axial rotocraft: 

  

 
 
Fig. 5&6: Graphical view 

 
5. Weight Estimation Of Flying Ball: 

 
W Flying ball = W Structure + W Components 
Where,  
W Flying ball   = weight of Flying ball 
W Structure      = weight of Flying ball structure 
W Component = weight of flying ball component 
 
W Structure = W GEC + W CF + WW 
Where,  
W Structure   = Weight of Flying ball Structural frames 
W GEC          = Weight of Glass Epoxy Composite fiber 
W CF             = Weight of Carbon Fiber rod 
W  W             = Weight of motor mounting Wood 

 
W Components = W Motors + W Propellers + W ESC’s + W Receiver + W FCS 

W Servo’s + W Wires + W Fins + W Battery 
Where, 
W Component    = Weight of Flying ball Components 
W Motors            = Weight of Motors 
W Propellers       = Weight of Propellers 
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W ESC’s             = Weight of ESC’s 
W Receiver         = Weight of Receiver 
W FCS                = Weight of Servo’s 
W Wires              = Weight of connecting Wires 
W Servo’s           = Weight of Servo’s 
W Battery            = Weight of Battery 
W Fins                = Weight of Fins 

 
Solutions: 

W Structure         = W GEC+ W CF+ WW 
                              = 180 g + 30 g + 10 g 
W Structure         = 220 g. 
W Components   = W Motors + W Propellers + W ESC’s + W Receiver + W FCS 
                                         W Servo’s + W Wires + W Fins + W Battery 
                              = 60 g + 14 g + 45 g + 13 g + 14 g + 22 g + 27 g + 12 g + 108 g 
W Components  = 315 g. 
W Flying ball       = W Structure +W Components 
                              = 220 g + 315 g 
W Flying ball        = 535 g. 
 

Requirement Analysis: 
Hardware Requirements For Flying Ball: 

� Glass epoxy frames 
� Aluminum rod                                                                         
� Propeller 
� Servo’s  
� ESC                                                                                                
� Finite epoxy resin 
� Battery and its casing 
� Fins 
� Motors 
� FCS 
� Transmitter                                                                
 

Design & Development: 
The concept first we were designed as a mono copter. In this monocopter we had many problems litter 

counter torque produce and there is no while flying. It won’t produce more lift at its efficient level. 
 

 
Fig. 7: Single Motor attached with  battery 

 
Second step we design for a better efficiency we tried co-axial system. In this concept the efficiency is good 

and lifting capacity was better than monocopter. While testing we has some problem using this type of 
arrangement as 
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Shown in fig. The arrangement we made was not preferable because our concept we used ball shape. Wire 
connection where critical. The propellers may be damage, So that we did not prefer this design. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Double Motor attached with battery                   Fig. 9: Inverted Motor attached with battery 

 
At last we had designed the concept of co-axial craft, in opposite side we placed the motor in opposite 

direction so that it will reduce the counter torque and it is efficient in lift. The connections are not complicated. 
 

8. Problems And Solution For Flying Ball: 
 

 
Fig. 10: FLY BALL 

 
1ST Model Failure:- 

Problems we faced in the craft are: 
•More weight -1600g 
Reasons for failure:- 
•Aluminum rod 
•Battery casing &battery weight 

 
2nd model failure:- 

In this 2nd model we have changed some of the structural parts like: 
•We used PVC instead of aluminum rod 
•For fins also we used PVC material to reduce its weight 
•Removed battery casing, to reduce weight 
•We changed battery size and its capacity to reduce the weight 
•We used less weight and better efficient motors 
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After altering some parts and materials, the weight has reduced about 940gEven though after lifting the 
craft we had some fluttering problems, so we want to alter some parts again. 

 
3rd model:- 

Some structure were altered 
•Instead of PVC, we used carbon fiber rod for motor mounting to reduce its Weight. 
•For fins, we used foam materials to reduce the weight and structure of fins has been changed so                                    

that pitching and yawing motion will be controlled stable. 
•To reduce weight we have removed landing gear. 
 

Conclusions: 
9.1 physical conclusions: 

At the end of this project after the testing of the co-axial rotorcraft, the 
Following specifications were determined 
Weight: 535 g 
Thrust: 3.2 kg 
Thrust / Weight: 5.981 kg 
Frame weight: 254 g 
Endurance: 10 minutes (Improves with better battery) 
Range: 400 meters (Improves with better transmitter) 

 
9.2 observational conclusions: 

Co-axial rotorcraft is now designed and demonstrated to have a vertical takeoff and landing. The other 
aspects and stability of the rotorcraft are yet to be demonstrated. Also the rotorcraft is said to be optimized with 
the use of good batteries and load carrying capacity. And additional fixed and movable axis rotor control can be 
included with is used for the maneuvering of the co-axial rotorcraft. 
 
9.3 future work: 

Completely autonomous with auto takeoff and landing 
Three dimensional way point navigation using Google maps 
Auto return to home co-ordinates in case of transmission failure 
Automatic tracking of moving targets 
By using Teflon coating, we can resist fire 
We can reduce the diameter of the ball and the weight about less than 450 g 
We can improve it in various aspects with the development of smart materials and less weighted reuseful 

battery.
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